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a b s t r a c t
It is pointed out by Jiang andWang (2005) [1], that the conversion formula from Bernstein
into DP bases is incorrect for all even degrees and the conversion formula from DP into
Bernstein bases is incorrect for every degree. Thus, in this paper we give some notes,
corrections and new proofs for the relationship between these two NTP bases.
© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In paper [1], Jiang andWang proposed the relationships between Bézier and DP curves in terms of the conversions from
Bernstein into DP bases and vice versa. However, it is found out that the conversion formula from Bernstein basis into DP
basis is incorrect for even cases (Table 1). Similarly, the conversion formula fromDP into Bernstein bases is also incorrect for
both odd and even degrees (Table 2). Moreover, their proofs provided in that paper, have contained somemistakes. Thus, in
this paper, the polar form approach is used for providing the correct formula and proof for the relationship between Bézier
and DP control points.
Consequently, the formulae for the transformation from Bernstein basis into DP basis and the conversion from DP into
Bernstein bases are derived and proven, respectively.
2. The relationships between Bézier and DP curves
In this section, the polar form approach is used to prove the relationships between Bézier and DP curves. Both Bézier and
DP curves can be defined in terms of their control points and their blending functions. Their basis functions,
{
Bni (t)
}n
i=0 and{
Dni (t)
}n
i=0, respectively, are the polynomials of degree nwhen t ∈ [0, 1], consisting of coefficients for each polynomial. Such
relationships can be written in the following theorem.
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Table 1
Comparisons of the conversions from DP into Bézier control points.
Degree Method by Jiang and Wang Result Using the polar form
approach
b0 = p0 b0 = p0
n = 3 b1 = 23p1 + 13p2 b1 = 23p1 + 13p2
b2 = 13p1 + 23p2 b2 = 13p1 + 23p2
b3 = p3 b3 = p3
b0 = p0 b0 = p0
b1 = 14p1 + 34p2 b1 = 14p1 + 34p2
n = 4 b2 = 32p2 × b2 = p2
b3 = 32p2 + 14p3 b3 = 34p2 + 14p3
b4 = p4 b4 = p4
b0 = p0 b0 = p0
b1 = 15p1 + 12p2 + 310p3 b1 = 15p1 + 12p2 + 310p3
n = 5 b2 = 1120p2 + 920p3 b2 = 1120p2 + 920p3
b3 = 920p2 + 112 p3 b3 = 920p2 + 1120p3
b4 = 310p2 + 12p3 + 15p4 b4 = 310p2 + 12p3 + 15p4
b5 = p5 b5 = p5
b0 = p0 b0 = p0
b1 = 16p1 + 16p2 + 26p3 × b1 = 16p1 + 16p2 + 23p3
b2 = 115p2 + 615p3 × b2 = 115p2 + 1415p3
n = 6 b3 = 1710p3 × b3 = p3
b4 = 2p3 + 115p4 × b4 = 1415p3 + 115p4
b5 = 2p3 + 16p4 + 16p5 × b5 = 23p3 + 16p4 + 16p5
b6 = p6 b6 = p6
b0 = p0 b0 = p0
b1 = 17p1 + 17p2 + 37p3 + 27p4 b1 = 17p1+ 17p2+ 37p3+ 27p4
b2 = 121p2 + 1121p3 + 37p4 b2 = 121p2 + 1121p3 + 37p4
n = 7 b3 = 1835p3 + 1735p4 b3 = 1835p3 + 1735p4
p4 = 1735p3 + 1835p4 b4 = 1735p3 + 1835p4
b5 = 37p3 + 1121p4 + 121p5 b5 = 37p3 + 1121p4 + 121p5
b6 = 27p3 + 37p4 + 17p5 + 17p6 b6 = 27p3+ 37p4+ 17p5+ 17p6
b7 = p7 b7 = p7
Theorem 1. The Bézier control points, denoted by {bk}nk=0, of a DP curve of degree n can be given in terms of DP control points,
denoted by {pi}ni=0, as follows:
bk =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) · pi + n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
n− k
(
k
i
)
n− i ( ni ) · pi +
(
n− k
n
)
· pk, if k = 0, (1)
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bk =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) · pi + n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
n− k
(
k
i
)
n− i ( ni ) · pi +
(
k
n
)
· pk, if k = n. (2)
If n is even,
bk =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) · pi + n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
n− k
(
k
i
)
n− i ( ni ) · pi +
1−
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) −
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
 · pb n2c, (3)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ ⌊ n2⌋ ,
bk =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) · pi + n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
n− k
(
k
i
)
n− i ( ni ) · pi +
1−
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) −
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
 · pd n2e, (4)
for
⌊ n
2
⌋ ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
If n is odd,
bk =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) · pi + n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
n− k
(
k
i
)
n− i ( ni ) · pi +
1
2
1−
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) −
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
+ k
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
n
(
n−1b n2c+1
)
 · pb n2c
+
1
2
1−
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) −
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
+ 2(n− k)
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
n− 1
(
n−1b n2c+1
)
 · pb n2c, (5)
for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1.
Proof. An nth-degree DP curve with n + 1 control points is a polynomial of degree n. From the polar form principle [2], it
can be guaranteed that there must be an n-polar form for DP curve. The Bézier points, denoted by {bk}nk=0, of DP curve of
degree n can be written in terms of DP control points, denoted by {pi}ni=0, by replacing tp(1− t)q by σ np,q(t1, . . . , tn), where
σ np,q(t1, . . . , tn) is the average of all combinations of ti1ti2 . . . tip(1−tip+1) . . . (1−tip−q). It is obvious that there are
(
n
p
) (
n−p
q
)
such combinations. Then, the polar form for a DP curve of degree n, denoted byD(t1, . . . , tn), can be given by
D(t1, . . . , tn) =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
σ
b n2c−1
1,n−1 (t1, . . . , tn) · pi +
n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
σ ni,1(t1, . . . , tn) · pi
+
[(
1
2
)d n2e−b n2c (
1− σ nb n2c+1,0(t1, . . . , tn)− σ
n
0,b n2c+1(t1, . . . , tn)
)
+
(⌈n
2
⌉
−
⌊n
2
⌋)
σ n1,b n2c+1(t1, . . . , tn)
]
· pb n2c
+
[(
1
2
)d n2e−b n2c (
1− σ nb n2c+1,0(t1, . . . , tn)− σ
n
0,b n2c+1(t1, . . . , tn)
)
+
(⌈n
2
⌉
−
⌊n
2
⌋)
σ n1,b n2c+1(t1, . . . , tn)
]
· pd n2e + σ n0,n(t1, . . . , tn) · p0 + σ nn,0(t1, . . . , tn) · pn. (6)
From the polar form principle, the Bézier control points can be expressed in polar form by
bk = D(0n−k1k), for k = 0, . . . , n, (7)
where 0n−k = (0, 0, . . . , 0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
n−k times
and 1k = (1, 1, . . . , 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
.
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From the definition of the σ function, it is derived
σ n1,n−1(0
n−k1k) =
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) ,
σ ni,1(0
n−k1k) =
(n− k)
(
k
i
)
(n− i) ( ni ) ,
σ nb n2c+1,0(0
n−k1k) =
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) ,
σ n0,b n2c+1(0
n−k1k) =
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) ,
σ n1,b n2c+1(0
n−k1k) =
(n− k)
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
⌊ n
2
⌋− 1) ( nb n2c+1) ,
σ nb n2c+1,1(0
n−k1k) =
k
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
n
(
n−1b n2c+1
) ,
σ n0,n(0
n−k1k) =
(
n− k
n
)
,
σ nn,0(0
n−k1k) =
(
k
n
)
.
(8)
Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (6), Eq. (7) can then be simplified as follows:
bk =
b n2c−1∑
i=1
k
(
n−k
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) · pi + n−1∑
i=d n2e+1
(n− k)
(
k
i
)
(n− i) ( ni ) · pi +
[(
1
2
)d n2e−b n2c1−
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) −
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)

+
(⌈n
2
⌉
−
⌊n
2
⌋) (n− k) ( kb n2c+1)
(
⌊ n
2
⌋− 1) ( nb n2c+1)
]
· pb n2c +
[(
1
2
)d n2e−b n2c1−
(
kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) −
(
n−kb n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)

+
(⌈n
2
⌉
−
⌊n
2
⌋) k ( n−kb n2c+1)
n
(
n−1b n2c+1
)] · pd n2e +
(
n− k
n
)
· p0 +
(
k
n
)
· pn. (9)
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
From Theorem 1, the conversion formulae from the given DP control points into the Bézier control points are provided.
For the sake of simplicity, this representation can be rewritten in terms of a transformationmatrix as shown in the following
Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. The Bézier control points of a DP curve of degree n can be given in terms of the multiplication of the DP control points
and an (n+ 1)× (n+ 1) conversion matrix Cn by
[b0 b1 . . . bn] =
[
p0 p1 . . . pn
] · Cn, (10)
where Cn is a conversion matrix for the Bézier control points of an nth-degree DP curve, which can be defined by:
Cn =

c0,0 c0,1 . . . c0,n
c1,0 c1,1 . . . c1,n
...
...
. . .
...
cn,0 cn,1 . . . cn,n
 , (11)
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Table 2
Comparisons of the conversions from Bézier into DP control points.
Degree Method by Jiang and Wang Result Using the polar form approach
p0 = b0 p0 = b0
n = 3 p1 = b1 × p1 = 2b1 − b2
p2 = 0 × p2 = −b1 + 2b2
p3 = b3 p3 = b3
p0 = b0 p0 = b0
p1 = 14b1 − 92b2 × p1 = 4b1 − 3b2
n = 4 p2 = 72b2 × p2 = b2
p3 = − 92b2 + 14b3 × p3 = −3b2 + 4b3
p4 = b4 p4 = b4
p0 = b0 p0 = b0
p1 = 15b1 − 4b2 × p1 = 5b1 − 7b2 + 3b3
n = 5 p2 = b2 × p2 = 112 b2 − 92b3
p3 = 0 × p3 = − 92b2 + 112 b3
p4 = −4b2 + 15b4 × p4 = 3b2 − 7b3 + 5b4
p5 = b5 p5 = b5
p0 = b0 p0 = b0
p1 = 16b1 − 115b2 + 15b3 × p1 = 6b1 − 15b2 + 10b3
p2 = 115b2 − 27b3 × p2 = 15b2 − 14b3
n = 6 p3 = 212 b3 × p3 = b3
p4 = −17b3 + 115b4 × p4 = −14b3 + 15b4
p5 = 25b3 + 115b4 + 16b5 × p5 = 10b3 − 15b4 + 6b5
p6 = b6 p6 = b6
p0 = b0 p0 = b0
p1 = 17b1 − 121b2 + 15b3 × p1 = 7b1 − 21b2 + 25b3 − 10b4
p2 = 121b2 − 20b3 × p2 = 21b2 − 45b3 + 25b4
n = 7 p3 = b3 × p3 = 18b3 − 17b4
p4 = 0 × p4 = −17b3 + 18bb4
p5 = −20b3 + 121b5 × p5 = 25b3 − 45b4 + 21b5
p6 = 15b3 − 121b5 + 17b6 × p6 = −10b3+25b4−21b5+7b6
p7 = b7 p7 = b7
and
ci,j =

1, if i = j = 0 or i = j = n,
j
(
n−j
n−i
)
n
(
n−1
n−i
) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊n
2
⌋
− 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ i,
(n− j)
(
n−j
n−i
)
(n− i)
(
n−1
n−i
) , for ⌈n
2
⌉
+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 and i ≤ j ≤ n− 1.
(12)
If n is even,
ci,j =

1−
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
−
(
j
b n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) , for i = ⌊n
2
⌋
and 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊n
2
⌋
,
1−
(
j
b n2c+1
)
−
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
) , for i = ⌊n
2
⌋
and
⌈n
2
⌉
≤ j ≤ n− 1,
0, otherwise.
(13)
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Table 3
Relationships between DP and Bézier control points.
Degree Bézier to DP control points DP to Bézier control points
p0 = b0 b0 = p0
n = 3 p1 = 2b1 − b2 b1 = 23p1 + 13p2
p2 = −b1 + 2b2 b2 = 13p1 + 23p2
p3 = b3 b3 = p3
p0 = b0 b0 = p0
p1 = 4b1 − 3b2 b1 = 14p1 + 34p2
n = 4 p2 = b2 b2 = p2
p3 = −3b2 + 4b3 b3 = 34p2 + 14p3
p4 = b4 b4 = p4
p0 = b0 b0 = p0
p1 = 5b1 − 7b2 + 3b3 b1 = 15p1 + 12p2 + 310p3
n = 5 p2 = 112 b2 − 92b3 b2 = 1120p2 + 920p3
p3 = − 92b2 + 112 b3 b3 = 920p2 + 1120p3
p4 = 3b2 − 7b3 + 5b4 b4 = 310p2 + 12p3 + 15p4
p5 = b5 b5 = p5
p0 = b0 b0 = p0
p1 = 6b1 − 15b2 + 10b3 b1 = 16p1 + 16p2 + 23p3
p2 = 15b2 − 14b3 b2 = 115p2 + 1415p3
n = 6 p3 = b3 b3 = p3
p4 = −14b3 + 15b4 b4 = 1415p3 + 115p4
p5 = 10b3 − 15b4 + 6b5 b5 = 23p3 + 16p4 + 16p5
p6 = b6 b6 = p6
p0 = b0 b0 = p0
p1 = 7b1 − 21b2 + 25b3 − 10b4 b1 = 17p1+ 17p2+ 37p3+ 27p4
p2 = 21b2 − 45b3 + 25b4 b2 = 121p2 + 1121p3 + 37p4
n = 7 p3 = 18b3 − 17b4 b3 = 1835p3 + 1735p4
p4 = −17b3 + 18b4 b4 = 1735p3 + 1835p4
p5 = 25b3 − 45b4 + 21b5 b5 = 37p3 + 1121p4 + 121p5
p6 = −10b3 + 25b4 − 21b5 + 7b6 b6 = 27p3+ 37p4+ 17p5+ 17p6
p7 = b7 b7 = p7
If n is odd,
ci,j =

1
2
1−
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
−
(
j
b n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
+ 2j
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
n− 1
(
nb n2c+1
) , for i = ⌊n
2
⌋
and 1 ≤ j ≤
⌊n
2
⌋
,
1
2
1−
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
−
(
j
b n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
+ n− j
(
j
b n2c+1
)
n
(
nb n2c+1
) , for i = ⌈n
2
⌉
and
⌊n
2
⌋
≤ j ≤
⌊n
2
⌋
,
1
2
1−
(
j
b n2c+1
)
−
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
+ j
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
n
(
nb n2c+1
) , for i = ⌊n
2
⌋
and
⌈n
2
⌉
≤ j ≤ n− 1,
1
2
1−
(
j
b n2c+1
)
−
(
n−j
b n2c+1
)
(
nb n2c+1
)
+ 2(n− j)
(
j
b n2c+1
)
n− 1
(
nb n2c+1
) , for i = ⌈n
2
⌉
and
⌈n
2
⌉
≤ j ≤ n− 1,
0, otherwise.
(14)
Proof. Lemma 1 is just another form of the formulae in Theorem 1 because the coefficients on the right hand side of the
equations from (1) to (5) are precisely the elements ci,j in the equations from (12) to (14). Thus, the proof is similar to the
proof of Theorem 1. 
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Theorem 2. Let
{
Dni (t)
}n
0 and
{
Bni (t)
}n
0, be the DP and Bernstein bases, respectively. There is a conversion matrix Cn, such that[
Dn0(t) D
n
n(t) . . .D
n
n(t)
] = [Bn0(t) Bn1(t) . . . Bnn(t)] · C>n . (15)
Proof. From Lemma 1, it implies that[
b0 b1 . . . bn
] · C−1n = [p0 p1 . . . pn] . (16)
Equating Bézier and DP curve equations of the same curve,[
b0 b1 . . . bn
] [
Bn0(t) B
n
1(t) . . . B
n
n(t)
]> = [p0 p1 . . . pn] [Dn0(t) Dnn(t) . . .Dnn(t)]> . (17)
Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (17), it can be simplified that[
Bn0(t) B
n
1(t) . . . B
n
n(t)
]> = C−1n · [Dn0(t) Dnn(t) . . .Dnn(t)]> . (18)
Hence,[
Dn0(t) D
n
n(t) . . .D
n
n(t)
] = [Bn0(t) Bn1(t) . . . Bnn(t)] · C>n . (19)
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3. Let
{
Bni (t)
}n
0 and
{
Dni (t)
}n
0, be the Bernstein and DP bases, respectively. There is a conversion matrix Cn, such that[
Bn0(t) B
n
n(t) . . . B
n
n(t)
] = [Dn0(t) Dn1(t) . . .Dnn(t)] · (C−1n )>. (20)
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 2. 
Some examples of the relationships between Bézier and DP control points when degree n = 3–7, are shown in Table 3.
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